Bush meets with S. American leaders in drug summit

CARTAGENA, Colombia (AP) — President Bush and three Latin American leaders, conducting drug-fighting summitry under an unusually heavy air, sea and land security cover, agreed on Monday to a stepped-up attack against cocaine producers and murderous traffickers.

Flanked by the leaders of the three largest cocaine-producing nations, Bush pledged after the talks to step up attempts to curtail the demand for narcotics at home and to help combat drug-running abroad.

But in a joint communiqué, the four leaders apparently ruled out the use of U.S. military forces in the Andean region. "Each country may involve its armed forces in this fight within its own national territory," it said.

The feeble perjury precautions were taken to protect Bush and his three summit partners as they formed troops watching over the proceedings. Battleships presented an imposing force offshore and helicopter gunships hovered nearby.

But Colombian guerrillas made their own point, one of defiance. They kidnapped an American priest in Cali, the third U.S. citizen taken prisoner by rebels this week. Also, a small bomb exploded Thursday morning, 4 1/2 miles from Barranquilla Airport, damaging a voltage regulator of a line that fed the air conditioning of the airport where Bush landed two hours later.

Summing up his talks with the Latin American presidents, Bush told reporters, "I owe it to the children of America, the United States,...to these three presidents, to guarantee them that we will do everything we can to cut...the demand for narcotics in the United States." That was a message that had been awaited by the three — Presidents Virgilio Barco of Colombia, Jaime Paz Zamora of Bolivia and Alan Garcia of Peru, who came to the summit complaining that the United States had not done enough at home to curtail demand for drugs.

Back in Washington, D.C., the U.S. capital, federal prosecutors sent a separate message — announcing the indictment of Mayor Marion Barry on eight counts of perjury and possession of a controlled substance. Zamora, with a nod to the sweeping reforms that Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev had introduced to his part of the world, said a new openness had been attained here. "A perestroika has begun," he told reporters at a wind-up news conference.

Zamora said the leaders had talked about creating an "alternate economy" of the peasants of the coca-growing and processing nations would not be dependent on the crop for their livelihoods.

After the meetings, he said, "We understand the true magnitude of the problem and how to face it."
The Charity Ball needs volunteers to help make this event a success. If you're interested in helping a good cause, call Shannon McAuliffe at 283-4230 or Bryan Liptak at 283-3661.

Summer Internships in Washington, D.C., are available through the Latin America Area Studies Program and the Kellogg Institute for International Studies. Up to three fellowships will be awarded to students during the summer of 1990 on the subjects of Latin America and human rights. For information and an application contact Linda Hudgins, Kellogg Institute, 121 Decio Hall, 239-7233758. Deadline is March 9, 1990.

Thousands of angry whites marched through the Preseta, South Africa, on Thursday to demand the resignation of President F.W. de Klerk's government for allowing Nelson Mandela and legalizing black opposition groups. The opposition Conservative Party staged the rally to kick off a drive to oust de Klerk and preserve the apartheid system of racial segregation. Party chief And­ reas Treurnicht demanded immediate elections and predicted de Klerk would lose.

The withdrawal of several thousand U.S. troops from South Korea over the next three years was agreed upon Thursday by Defense Secretary Dick Cheney and South Korean officials, as Korea “takes the lead” in marketing the segments, he said. At the same time, the U.S. will be increasing its defense commitment.

In 1862: General John Pope was defeated in the Battle of South Mountain, which had fallen into the hands of the Confederates.

The views expressed in the Inside column are the opinions of the writer and do not necessarily those of The Observer.
Mandela says gov't facilities fair targets

SOWETO, South Africa (AP) — Nelson Mandela said Thursday his guerrilla movement considers government facilities legitimate targets and will continue attacking them until South Africa's white leaders negotiate an agreement on racial equality.

Mandela, the African National Congress leader released Feb. 11 after 27 years in prison, also said civilian casualties are inevitable in a bombing and sabotage campaign.

In the capital of Pretoria, thousands of conservative whites protested President F.W. de Klerk's decision to free Mandela and legalized the ANC and other black groups.

The government announced that 1,000 army troops will be deployed in Natal Province to quell violence between black organizations that disagree over the best way to fight for the rights of the black majority.

"Our objective is that the targets are government installations," Mandela said in an interview from his home in Soweto, the township outside Johannesburg. But he added, "In a conflict, civilians must be caught up in cross fire."

Mandela helped launch the ANC's guerrilla campaign in 1961, a year after the organization was outlawed, and was jailed the following year. The ANC's official policy always has been to limit attacks to government facilities and personnel, although some hard-line ANC leaders have expressed a desire to hit civilian targets.

There have been numerous attacks on civilians in recent years, but the ANC has said those were the result of guerrillas who had not undergone proper training.

Mandela said that prior to a Dec. 13 meeting with de Klerk, "I made it clear that the armed struggle will never be suspended, to say nothing of it being stopped, until a settlement is reached, and we stick to that decision."

De Klerk legalized the ANC on Feb. 2. Although there have been few ANC attacks in the past year, the organization says its guerrilla campaign remains one of its strategies to put pressure on the government to abolish apartheid.

Separate and Unequal

Despite moves by President F.W. de Klerk to ease apartheid, South Africa remains a racially divided nation. Five million whites, by law and custom, dictate where 28 million blacks may live and send their children to school. There are large disparities in standard of living between blacks and whites.

Student Manager and Bartender Applications & Job Descriptions for 1990-91 are now available in the Office of Student Activities, 315 LaFortune.

Manager application deadline is Feb 23.
Bartender application deadline is March 7.
Alternatives for fighting crack presented in talk

By JESSICA ZIEMBROSKI
News Writer

New approaches for combating the growing crack epidemic were presented by Steven Thomas, Assistant Commissioner of Corrections for New York City.

Thomas is responsible for all social and health services in the twelve jails of the City of New York, but is on leave. Thomas is currently developing programs ranging from new approaches to detoxification for crack addicts to social services for their families.

In New York state alone, 500,000 people per day use illegal drugs and thirty percent of them are under eighteen years of age, said Thomas. One billion dollars is spent on the prison system in New York City each year, yet funding and efforts to deal with the problems of AIDS, virus, the homeless, and drug addiction are absent, he said.

For this reason he has taken leave from his frustrating work within the inner city of New York to look for alternatives, Thomas said.

"Saying that there are "very few creative and aggressive responses to the drug problem," Thomas proposed his own solution to the problem of crack leverage." Thomas proposed his own solutions to the problem of crack abuse. These policies try to deal with the damage to the family unit caused by drugs, such as poverty and lack of productivity, he said.

In dealing with the crack epidemic, Thomas said enforcement is the way to attack the problem as a criminal issue. He also said "we cannot ignore the need for understanding between crack and poverty."

Thomas said there is a lack of support of the fight against crack because the general public misunderstands the intensity of the violence and poverty caused by crack cocaine.

Solutions that Thomas presented include increased funding from the federal government. Funding is, "if not a solution, a strategy, and the immense bureaucracy responding is the first step for change," he said. With this cooperation, treatment, education, and prevention of crack abuse would be possible, said Thomas.

Thomas called for leadership from the church to assist the poor affected by crack: "The Catholic Church has abandoned the responsibility of their poor and helpless and can with community organizations bring success to the lives of crack users and victims of its destruction."

Thomas currently is a visiting faculty member at Duke University, and is a 1978 cum laude graduate of Notre Dame.

Hard sell falls flat for nude condominiums

BRANFORD, Conn. (AP) — Not even the prospect of a place to frolic in the nude is luring buyers to a proposed condominium project in Connecticut's slumping real estate market.

PST Corp. of Westport tried to draw customers to its 42-unit Oak Hill Condominium by offering a "clothing optional" recreation area consisting of a clubhouse, sauna, pool and hot tub.

"You have to be creative in a slow market, but this idea is dead," said Douglas Nelkin, a marketing consultant on the project.

The complex would have been the first of its kind in New England, although they are popular in California and some Southern states, Nelkin said.

PST has an option on the land and was trying to drum up interest in condos selling for $179,000 to $199,000.

Steve Thomas

Schoenherr, former college dean at ND, dies at 96

Special to The Observer

Dr. Karl Schoenherr, former dean of the College of Engineering at Notre Dame, died Feb. 7 in Washington, D.C. He was 96.

Schoenherr was dean of engineering from 1945 to 1958. While a civilian with the Department of Navy, he developed a formula, the "Schoenherr Mean Line," for computing the force necessary to propel a ship through water and was awarded the Department's distinguished civilian service medal.

The burial was Monday, Feb. 12 in Washington, D.C.

Christmas in April 1990

ATTENTION STUDENTS

Off Campus Sign-ups: February 12-16 in North and South Dining Halls during lunch.

On Campus Sign-ups: February 12-March 5 at LaFortune Information desk.

Now - March 5. Look for posters in respective dorms.

This project needs your support!

QUESTIONS?? Please call: Karen Croteau X1367 Lora Mangan X1314 Isabel Navarrete X1314 Bob Schelbel X2544

DEmocracy in Eastern Europe

Mon. Feb. 19, 1990
"Implications and Realities of German Reunification"
7:30pm CSC Main Purpose Room

Wed. Feb. 21, 1990
"Creating a Democracy in Hungary"
7:00pm Montgomery Theater, LaFortune Student Center

Thurs. Feb. 22, 1990
"Lithuania: Is Independence Possible?"
7:30pm CSC Main Purpose Room

Fri. Feb. 23, 1990
"Solidarity and the Future of Poland: After the Euphoria"
7:00pm Montgomery Theater, LaFortune Student Center

Mon. Feb. 19, 1990
"What do the issues in Eastern Europe mean to students as members of the ND community and as citizens of a nation?"

F.E.E.D. M.E. - Fabulous Eastern European Dinner: Meal and Entertainment - Dinner and Polka Dance! 6:30pm Saturday, February 24, 1990 • North Dining Hall • Reservations Required • call 239-7668

Calvin and Hobbes, Far Side and Spelunker see page 19.
Kohl under fire for reunification plans

BONN, West Germany (AP) — Opposition leaders accused Chancellor Helmut Kohl on Thursday of using the East German crisis to enhance his political standing and secure a place in history as the man who unified Germany with an iron fist.

The chancellor also came under fire in East Germany, where the Communist-led government accused Kohl of providing too little financial help for East Germany and of using unification for his own political benefit.

The verbal brawl in Parliament gave West German voters a preview of what is likely to be a bitter campaign for West German elections in December, and the pivotal role reunification will play.

The West German campaign is even influencing the campaign for East Germany's first free elections March 18. In anticipation of eventual reunification, West German parties have been courting the East Germans, and in fact influence, the fledgling political parties in East Germany.

Kohl outlined to Parliament his weekend talks with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev on reunification. He said both agreed the March 18 elections — when the Communist government will likely be ousted — were a key to reunification.

"I was able to underscore my firm belief (to Gorbachev) that the result of the elections will not only be a democratic and negotiations-capable government, but also a government program with the clear goal: Unity as soon as possible," said Kohl.

Kohl said his talks "set the course" for reunification.

"Never before since the division of our land ... have we been so close to our goal ..." Kohl told Parliament.

Hans-Jochen Vogel, head of the main opposition Social Democrats, accused Kohl of providing too little financial help for East Germany and of using unification for his own political benefit.

"You have talked, awakened hopes, set conditions ... and meditated over your place in the history books. But there hasn't been much help," said Vogel.

Vogel also said Kohl was wrong to speak about a "historic breakthrough" from his talks with Gorbachev and said that Gorbachev already had said the Soviets supported Germans' right to self-determination before the talks.

"If we are to speak about a breakthrough here, then it was this decision of Mikhail Gorbachev," said Vogel.

Kohl's address was interrupted several times as he lashed out at the Social Democrats for having close contacts with East Germany's now-disgraced Communists during years past.

"You were allied with these people," said Kohl, also charging that the Social Democrats did not favor German unification until it became politically expedient.

Los Angeles (AP) — The discovery of a homemade child-sex tape in a stolen videocassette recorder led to the arrest of the VCR owner on charges of molesting a 9-year-old neighbor girl, authorities said Thursday.

Ward Rafay, 28, was arraigned Wednesday on nine counts of child molestation and one of possessing a kilogram of marijuana for sale, and was being held on $50,000 bail.

Two weeks ago, Rafay told police that a VCR was stolen from his apartment in Downey, 10 miles southeast of downtown Los Angeles. Deputy District Attorney Dean Shotwell said the thief sold the VCR with the telltale tape inside.

The buyer recognized the girl on the tape and arranged through another party for the tape to be turned over to the girl's mother, he said. Authorities do not know the identities of the thief or the buyer.

Rafay was arrested hours after the enraged mother contacted police.

"The mother of the victim notified us Saturday that she had a tape depicting immoral acts with her children," said Downey police Detective Capt. Robert Williams. He refused to give other details of the case, saying, "We don't want to hamper the investigation. We have a possibility of possibly three other victims.''

The two-hour tape shows Rafay discussing sex with a child, winning her cooperation and engaging in sexual acts with her, according to police.

If convicted of all charges, Rafay faces up to 25 years in prison.

The mother's identity wasn't revealed, but Shotwell said she lives with her daughter in the same building as Rafay. The prosecutor said there were no other suspects, but Williams said, "We are looking at other people.''

Stolen VCR leads to child molester's arrest
A Colombian Marine stands guard by a refreshment stand near the Cartagena Convention Center.
More ethnic unrest troubles Soviet Union

MOSCOW (AP) — Thousands of people defied a ban on protests in Dushanbe, the violence-torn capital of Tadzhikistan, to demand the resignation of the entire local Communist Party leadership, Soviet media said Thursday.

A crowd estimated at 8,000 also demanded jobs for tens of thousands of unemployed, better housing and an end to the sale of pork, which the largely Moslem population is forbidden to eat, the official news agency Tass reported.

Another demonstration outside the main government buildings attracted 2,000 to 3,000 people who chose a committee that recommended several problems peacefully, Tass and other sources said.

Mansur Sultanov, deputy chairman of the Tadzhik branch of Gostelradio, said by telephone that shelling caused riots Thursday, but Tass said bands of armed militants roamed the streets.

The news agency said 18 people had been killed and 200 injured since the violence began on Saturday night and that the turmoil threatens his reform program and has used force to put down uprisings in several republics that have taken hundreds of lives.

Sultanov, of Gostelradio, denied media reports that a mob rampaged through a hospital and smashed life-saving equipment. He said viewers started calling immediately after Thursday evening's edition of the television news show Vremya mentioned such an attack. The report was not carried in the version broadcast in Moscow three hours later.

On Wednesday, young women on a bus were beaten up for "breaking the sharia," or Moslem law, by traveling in public without their heads covered, said Interfax, a public newspaper.

A report of a bizarre incident said an Italian actor whose crime-fighting television show has been broadcast in the Soviet Union was caught in the violence Saturday night and found himself signing autographs when a tank that rescued him stopped at some burning buses.

Corriere Della Sera, an Italian newspaper, said Michele Placido of the television show "Fiorav," arrived in Dushanbe on Saturday to make a movie about the war in Afghanistan. It said one Soviet member of the film crew was killed and others were injured when a mob stormed their hotel and partially burned it.

Bush loses patience with press

Yet, the next day, a major agreement was announced in Ottawa by Secretary of State James Baker on a German reunification push that would include a summit among the four powers that vanquished Germany in World War II.

"When I told you ... that I didn't think there'd be a deal and there shortly was a deal, then I'm hir for deceiving you," Bush grunted Thursday.

Bush, a one-time CIA director, has conducted much of his foreign policy in secrecy.

Two missions to China by national security adviser Brent Scowcroft came despite a Bush announcement in the aftermath of the Tiananmen Square crackdown that he was barring high-level exchanges between the two countries.
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EDITORIAL

University needs fair, clear JPW guidelines

The University tries to make Junior Parents Weekend a beautiful experience for the juniors and their parents, but in the process makes every year to drive the rest of the student body to take a weekend vacation.

Although no edict was issued from the office of student affairs for JPW, the cancellation of the Freshman Class Formal, and the restrictions on "gatherings" in most dorms sends a clear message to the rest of the student body: children should be seen, but not heard.

The Freshman Class Council planned its off-campus formal at a time when there is little else to do as most dorms are in social parietals and some even move parietals to midnight or declare 24-hour quiet hours. For some reason, the Council initially received approval from Student Affairs only to have them later postpone the event after complaints from hall rectors.

Student Activities should have allowed them to have their formal. The event was scheduled off-campus and the Council had taken proper precautionary measures to assure the event would not get out of hand.

The lack of a clear policy for the weekend has caused confusion in the case of the formal and with the individual dorms. Some dorms have severe social restrictions while others have none at all.

The University holds the JPW so parents can see their children, meet their friends, and find out what college life at Notre Dame is like. But instead of a college campus, parents are greeted by a mausoleum. We can see why the Administration would want to impress the parents but why do they attempt to present such a ridiculous ruse. The Administration does not change the rules for the Parent's Home Football game, why does it choose to do it now?

An advertisement in yesterday's Observer may leave some junior parents feeling unwelcome. But the mug shot of Manuel Noriega with the words "Feel imprisoned - choose to do it now?"

Why must a school of such high moral standards stoop to practice the art of deception? I may have been ill advised, but I thought one of the intentions of the Junior Parents' Weekend was to give the parents an idea of what Notre Dame was like.

Instead, they will witness a carefully doctoried image of what life here is not like. Rather than seeing students out and about, parents will see a socially sterile environment that is not typical of Notre Dame.

The issue at hand is not the loss of four hours of "paritying" on one particular weekend. That is not worth any particular concern. However, when I feel a school which I have grown to respect is attempting to deceive visiting parents, something is obviously wrong.

If we aren't to be trusted to behave, then perhaps more RA's on duty that particular weekend could remedy the situation. In any event, I feel it is hardly proper for Notre Dame to be creating a propagandized image of its student body. I think one of the last things we need to worry about is being labeled a "party school."

Dennis McDonald
Stanford Hall
Feb. 8, 1990

Trumpeters present possible ethnic slur

In Jeanne Blasi's "Inside Column," "Clever N.D. 'men trumpet their love to women," she remarks on an incident which occurred late one evening outside her residence hall. Some male members of the Notre Dame student body were, according to Ms. Blasi's article, heard loudly singing: "Da-Da-Da-Wa——-chicks suck!"

I can only take this vague statement to mean that the gentlemen involved were shouting "Welsh chicks suck!" I therefore have no recourse but to publicly chastise Ms. Blasi for her lighthearted treatment of this horrible racial injustice towards the citizens of Wales.

Ms. Blasi, if they actually had "Welsh and Welsh-American chickees," I am amazed with a comment to the effect of, "Sure he's lazy. All Welsh chicks suck!"

Such a violent display of anti-Welsh discrimination cannot be tolerated. The tolerance exhibited here by Observer staffers is an outrage and should be vehemently condemned.

Be advised, this is far from the first time we have heard anti-Welsh sentiment in the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's community.

Why, just a week ago I heard a Lyons student make the statement that "all Welsh people look the same." Two days later, a Saint Mary's student amazed me with a comment to the effect of, "Sure he's lazy. All people from Wales are. The only things they can do are dance and play the harp, and they're always drunk!" And how many times have you heard yourself say, after making an off-color joke, "Hey, I don't really mean it. Heck, some of my best friends are Welsh."

It is toward the end of her article where Ms. Blasi shows her true colors, as a card-carrying non-Welsh supremacist. Was it really ever a satiric comment on any of us or do we actually understand the author to say: "Some of my dorm-mates were annoyed at their lfe anti-Welsh N.D. men's performance. Frankly, I think it's great... They can express their feelings from many scopes at once."

Once again, I can only take "scopes" to be an ethnic slur referring to the people of Wales. How much longer will Welsh and Welsh-American members of this community be made to suffer such hatred? I ask you, how would you feel, Ms. Blasi, if they actually had been singing: "Da-Da-Da-Walsh chicks suck!"

Patrick Marty
Morrissey Hall
Feb. 9, 1990
South Africa requires a plurality of strategies

By Oliver F. Williams

There are many good arguments for U.S. companies with-drawing from South Africa, but some of us are not persuaded that those arguments should carry the day. Those arguing for withdrawal contend that the current conditions have rendered an important aspect of the South African apartheid in that they have raised the levels of violence and the risk of political instability in the region. The media attention given to recent events has resulted in the removal of apartheid laws—the ultimate goal—remaining to be achieved.

Like most difficult problems, it may be that a plurality of strategies is the right way to approach the dismantling of apartheid. Many companies have placed all of their chips on the hope that the continued withholding of investment will so weaken the economy that the present white leadership will come to see the wisdom of negotiating a new and different relationship with the black and white society.

Yet many sympathetic South African activists, black and white, have counseled against such a "sacrificing" the black and their untold human suffering and long time frame that such a strategy is both unethical and unworkable. In many ways, the sanctions that the United Nations have imposed upon South Africa are meant to ensure that the destruction of the economy. The obvious objection to all this is that the South African leader, Mr. Oliver Tambo, is a long term that such a strategy is not going to work.

Another strategic sanction is the part of the act that bans new U.S. investment in South Africa. Actually, there has been little new foreign investment in South Africa since July, 1985, when the major banks from Britain, Japan, Switzerland, West Germany, and the United States refused to renew short-term loans because of continued human rights violations. Most analysts believe that the sanctions that have had but negligible effect on the economy is the decline of new loans.

While doubtfully acknowledging the preference for economic sanctions rather than violence as a tool to overcome apartheid, the bishops have a very real objection. And to point out that, in our view, intensified pressure can only be justified in a manner and way as not to destroy the country. The bishops of South Africa produced a significant document in 1986 offering guidance with regard to economic sanctions.

This makes the bishops of South Africa, despite their opposition to apartheid, the bishops have a very real objection. And to point out that, in our view, intensified pressure can only be justified in a manner and way as not to destroy the country. The bishops of South Africa produced a significant document in 1986 offering guidance with regard to economic sanctions.
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What is a Duke Tumatoe? That was precisely the question which brought John Fogerty to Center Street Blues Cafe two years ago. While visiting his girlfriend in Mishawaka, he decided to find out what a band with such a strange name had to offer. What Fogerty found was a feisty, old, bald bluesman with a passion for his wine, his women, and his perverse but catchy sing-a-long tunes. The result of Fogerty’s foray into Michiana was Duke’s 1989 album, I Like My Job. This is Duke’s first major recording and was accomplished with the help of musician-turned-producer John Fogerty. I Like My Job is a live album of mostly rambunctious crowd-participation songs. Tracks like “Tie You Up,” “If I Hadn’t Been High” and “More Love, More Money” get the Midwestern crowd on their feet and singing. Parts of this album were actually recorded at Center Street.

Duke Tumatoe has his roots in the south side of Chicago listening to Muddy Waters and Bo Diddley. He started his professional career at Chicago clubs and school dances by playing rocked-up versions of “Bony Maronie” and other rhythm and blues standards. “There was nothing else I ever wanted to do. I never even thought about a ‘career.’” says Duke.

He joined the original edition of RED Speedwagon when they were a horn-based R&B band at the University of Illinois in 1968. Two years later he started his own band, the All-Star Frogs, and co-wrote many of the Frogs’ humorous songs for which they are well-known. He started out as a drummer, moved on to guitar and was eventually forced to the microphone. His singing style soon became a distinctive sound for the Frogs.

In 1983, Duke moved to Carmel, Ind., and formed the Power Trio, a rock ‘n’ roll band. They soon became a Midwest cult band due to their wild, unpredictable performances. In 1987, the Power Trio’s 250-city national tour brought them to Center Street and resulted in a recording contract.

During their current tour, which includes many college towns and cities in the Midwest, they will be appearing in the East for the first time. Duke Tumatoe and the Power Trio will be at Center Street tonight.
Sugar's unique 'harp' comes to Chicago

COLLEEN CRONIN
assistant accent editor

Blues harmonist Sugar Blue will be appearing at Kingston Mines in Chicago today and Saturday, and it is sure to be a riveting show.

Sugar has been hailed as a harmonica virtuoso, and previous reviews have raved about Sugar's high-intensity performances and his incredible speed. City Pages says that Sugar "wails like a banshee, a jazzman, a tornado, and metamorphoses like a phoenix at each and every gig."

Sugar was born Richard Whiting in New York but moved to Paris, where he was discovered by the Rolling Stones. He made appearances on three Stones albums and is best known for his distinctive solo in "Miss You." He went on to record five of his own albums, one of which won a Grammy Award in 1985.

For the past six years Sugar has been living and playing in Chicago, the home of modern blues and the host of the Annual Blues Fest, though he is far better known in France. His claim to fame, says the Boston Globe, is his "distinctive harmonica style that emphasizes horn-like phrasing and lightning-like high-note runs." It has been said that Sugar is creating new limits for the guitar.

Sugar himself said to the Boston Herald that "great players have always changed the tradition. If you try and maintain a tradition, you take a musician and turn him into a caretaker."

Sugar sees blues as the root of rock, jazz and even countrywestern, and he can play any of them. "The blues is the momma, and the momma can raise all her kids, no matter what you call them."

In concert, says City Pages, Sugar seems to have been "kissed by demon fire" and "could blow a band off a stage, just him, his harp harmonica and his demon." Due to the intensity of his playing, his vocals tend to take a back seat and pale in comparison, but that is no drawback to the overall show. International Musician and Recording World described Sugar as having "the habit of making it seem as if he's putting on his last, desperate performance," and his performances have been described as everything from furious to strange.

It's been said that Sugar Blue can get many different things out of his "harp," and pure music is one of them. His show this weekend will be the perfect opportunity to experience his magic for yourself. Kingston Mines is located on the near north side of Chicago at 2548 Halsted near the corner of Belmont.
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Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

praying, but is there some
wishful thinking going on in
your mind? Are there special
graces you stand in need of?
Does your religious faith cry
out to be freshened? Are there
sacraments you have neglected
and would like now to receive
again? Are you spiritually worn
out from living a long time
without the peace of Christ?"

Maybe I should have a cup
of hemlock poured down my
throat for impertinence, but I
don't mind telling you that I'd
be surprised if there were not
a few parents who would like to
be treated as though they were
here for a retreat.
The JP Weekend is not
planned as a revival or as a
mission, nor should it
be. "They are not long, the
days of wine and roses." "Metamoria"
isn't part of the package, which
features love, laughter, and
weeping, with the Mass as a
primary feature. Love, laughter,
and tears aren't part of the package, which
isn't part of the package, which
features love, laughter, and
weeping, with the Mass as a
primary feature.

We trust that our fathers and
mothers are on God's side al-
sways, for we are beneficiaries
of their kindness, but never
their judges. Yet there's no
law that says kindness can't be a
movable feast. The children
may be as refreshing to a tired
father as the medieval
cathedrals were to Europe. The
phrase "let the sweet birds sing." I've
met Catholics coming in from
the cold who have
the courage to talk to
from whom they sometimes
ask the mercy of an absolution
and a restoration of innocence lost,
strayed, or stolen (or so they
believe).

As Father Hesburgh once told
us, Notre Dame is a place like
America's moving back to the
founder. Father Sorin came to this young coun-
dy to begin a school in the
wilderness that's as important
as the American
medieval cathedrals moving
back to Europe. The
prevailing climate of hope,
which is like our daily breafast
may be as refreshing to a
dedicated Christian as the
mornings in Eden.
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CFA
continued from page 20
likely means that people will watch less college football because Notre Dame is on
The College Football Association (CFA) has told its TV affiliates and ABC with ESPN that it will have Notre Dame presence on the national audience, even if every other major college football program like Kansas or Oklahoma does not.

The CFA is upset about Notre Dame's scheduling. According to the agreement, Notre Dame is the only team that has a national TV audience. However, this does not mean that the team is not getting any exposure, as the Notre Dame fighting Irish will receive a lot of media attention and coverage.

CFA President Jim Kelly said that Notre Dame is the only team with a national TV audience, which is why the CFA is upset. Kelly added that the team's scheduling is unfair and that it's not getting the exposure it deserves.

The CFA is also upset about Notre Dame's scheduling because it wants the team to play more games in primetime. However, Notre Dame's scheduling is still better than the other teams that don't have national TV exposure.

Kelly said that the CFA will be monitoring the situation closely and will take action if necessary. He added that the team's scheduling is unfair and that it's not getting the exposure it deserves.

The CFA is also concerned about Notre Dame's scheduling because it wants the team to play more games in primetime. However, Notre Dame's scheduling is still better than the other teams that don't have national TV exposure.

Kelly said that the CFA will be monitoring the situation closely and will take action if necessary. He added that the team's scheduling is unfair and that it's not getting the exposure it deserves.

The CFA is also concerned about Notre Dame's scheduling because it wants the team to play more games in primetime. However, Notre Dame's scheduling is still better than the other teams that don't have national TV exposure.

Kelly said that the CFA will be monitoring the situation closely and will take action if necessary. He added that the team's scheduling is unfair and that it's not getting the exposure it deserves.
Holy Cross cross football players pig out in Hog Bowl victory

Special to The Observer

Holy Cross Hall sponsored a campus-wide section flag football tournament to benefit the homeless last weekend, and then came away as the winner of the event.

In the first "Hog Bowl," named after the Holy Cross mascot, the host dorm defeated Morrissey 3-2 last Sunday at Holy Cross Field and captured a $100 gift certificate to a selected restaurant. Teams were awarded one point for each touchdown they scored.

The tournament, which included every men's dorm, raised $400 for a local home- less center. The monies were directed to the families of eight children who stayed at the center.

All the teams had a great time, and we were glad to help out homeless children," said Holy Cross president Pete "Sluggo" LaFleur. "The tournament really showcased some of the best talent on campus. Some of those guys were really unstoppable."

The tournament ran two days, with the first round being played Saturday and the remainder of the event occurring Sunday.

In the quarterfinals, Keenan beat Stanford 3-1; Holy Cross edged Zahn 3-2 in overtime; Cavanaugh tripped St. Ed's 5-2; and Morrissey whipped a Grace team 3-1.

Holy Cross defeated Keenan 3-2 and Morrissey beat Cavanaugh 3-1 in the semifinals.

The Toronto Maple Leafs got a taste of what it is like to be smacked around as they were shut out by the bigger, stronger St. Cloud brings a deceiving offensive threat. Sophomore Mike O'Hara (3.77 GAA) handles the St. Cloud goalStronging chores. The game will be a homecoming of sorts for many Irish players, as 11 of them hail from Minnesota. Co-captains Olden Polynice and Xavier McDaniel of the Seattle Supersonics swarmed all over the New Jersey Nets last night in a 103-92 victory.

Notre Dame wrestlers set to battle upstart Ohio U. team

Special to the Observer

Ohio University is the next opponent on the schedule for the Notre Dame wrestling team, which currently stands 2-7 on the season.

Ohio comes into the Joyce ACC a big underdog, having been beaten by the Irish 44-0 last season in Athens, Ohio. "I know Ohio will come in here ready to wrestle," Irish head coach Fran McCann said. "In know their coach really well and he'll have his team prepared."

Ohio is coached by Harry Houska.

Notre Dame is ranked 24th in this week's Amateur Wrestling News rankings. Last week they were unranked.

Two Irish wrestlers rated in the top 12 in the nation by the same publication. Pat Boyd is ranked third at 142 pounds, and Andy Rudenbaugh is eighth at 118 pounds.

The Irish face Ohio Saturday at the Joyce ACC. "They'll be a typical hard-nosed group of wrestlers," McCann said, "and I anticipate them to be mentally tough."

McCann will be inducted into the NAIA Hall of Fame of February 28.

While coaching at NAIA school Winona State, McCann placed his team in the NAIA top twenty six times in nine years. He coached 14 NAIA all-Americans and 3 NCAA all-Americans.

Irish hockey faces tough task vs. St. Cloud

Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame hockey team travels to St. Cloud State in Minnesota for a two-game series against the Huskies. The games will begin on Friday and Saturday night at 7:05 South Bend time.

The Irish met the Huskies earlier this season for a two-game series at the Joyce ACC. Coach Ric Schafer's Notre Dame squad won the first game 3-2, but then was manhandled by the bigger, stronger St. Cloud team in an 8-2 defeat.

Notre Dame will count on its Michigan among others and are preparing to join the highly respected WCHA conference next season.

Sophomore center Jeff Saterdahl leads St. Cloud in scoring with 19 goals and 20 assists. Sophomore right wing Tim Hanus (21 G, 21 A) is also a threat. Sophomore Mike O'Hara (3.77 GAA) handles the St. Cloud goaltending chores. The game will be a homecoming of sorts for many Irish players, as 11 of them hail from Minnesota. Co-captains Olden Polynice and Xavier McDaniel of the Seattle Supersonics swarmed all over the New Jersey Nets last night in a 103-92 victory.
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Jackson fouled Farmer, who scored 12, Reggie Hanson 11 with 29 points, followed by Farmer 10.

Deron Feldhaus with 24, Sean Higgins against Duke. Jackson's 41 points to upset Michigan.

Jackson hit his seventh 3-pointer to cut the deficit to 94-92. The Tigers trailed 87-70, but rallied behind Jackson, whose 3-pointer capped a 22-7 run that cut the deficit to 94-92 with 1:12 to play. But Farmer hit both ends of a 1-and-1 after being fouled by Maurice Williamson, then made two free shots 17 seconds later to give Kentucky a 98-92 lead. Jackson hit his seventh 3-pointer to cut the margin to 98-95 w ith 41 seconds to go. But Michigan had tied his career high of 29 points on Sunday against Illinois. His 33 points also was a Michigan high for this season, topping the 32 scored by Sean Higgins against Duke.

Michigan (19-4 overall, 9-3 in the Big Ten) moved into a second-place tie with Michigan State in the conference, a half game behind Purdue. Minnesota (16-6, 7-5) dropped to fifth in the league.

A Michigan high for this season was won by a Michigan high for this season. The team was really excited because she works so hard in practice and usually doesn't see that much playing time," commented McGraw. Fitzgerald named a couple of factors that contributed to her explosion. "I've definitely been more aggressive in practice recently," Fitzgerald said. "Plus coach has me playing forward and is letting me shoot from where I want."

Penni Krull scored 12 to lead the Titans. The Irish lost yet another MCC foe should hold up the Titans and attain an invitation to the NCAA tournament. While the Irish have been dominating the conference with their 12-0 record, they need to continue this level of play to be considered by the selection committee.

"We need to continue to win by these margins," explained McGraw. "When we only win by 12 it hurts us. But we've played Temple, UCLA and Old Dominion, so we know we can compete with the really good teams."

Notre Dame's domination of its MCC opponents calls into question the value of a league that may not be the most challenging.

"I'd like to think we're the best in the conference, especially if we go 18-0. But then you have games like ours against Butler when we lost Karen Robinson and had a lot of trouble," said McGraw referring to the Titans' 59-46 victory over the Bulldogs. "As for what conference we're in, that's not my decision."

McGraw's team, its 49.1% shooting ranked ninth nationally, resumes action next Tuesday in St. Louis.
DiLucia beats top opponent

Irish whitewash exhausted Wake Forest squad

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

The Notredame tennis team won every set against a weary Wake Forest squad as David DiLucia defeated yet another highly regarded opponent in first singles action.

Women’s tennis travels to Texas
By BARBARA MORAN
Sports Writer

The Notredame women’s tennis team will take a tour of the Lone Star State this weekend, facing the University of Texas, Texas A&M, and Texas on three matches beginning today. The University of Texas, Notre Dame’s first opponent, promises to be the toughest foe of the weekend. Not only are the Longhorns ranked ninth in the nation, but their top doubles seed (ranked 11th nationally) is coming off an impressive victory at the National Indoor Championship last weekend.

“Notre Dame beat all sorts of odds by turning in its fifth consecutive shutout of the season.”

To be honest, I expected to win but not by this kind of margin,” said head coach Bob Bayliss. “We were really sharp coming out of the blocks. Wake Forest had to travel today and didn’t get that much sleep. We played well and I think we caught them flat.”

“DiLucia, ranked No. 44 in the country, added to his impressive 1990 resume of victories which includes wins over the No. 1 and No. 11 collegiate players.”

DiLucia, ranked No. 1 player, Dave DiLucia, turned one of his best performances to earn himself a victory over the fifth-ranked player in collegiate tennis, Gilles Amelins in straight sets, 6-4, 6-3.

DiLucia, ranked No. 44 in the country, added to his impressive 1990 resume of victories which includes wins over the No. 1 and No. 11 collegiate players.

“DiLucia played brilliantly,” said Bayliss. “He was aggressive and set the tempo for the whole match. David got into the net frequently and found a chink in Amelins’ armor. David hit a low slice to Amelins’ backhand that was really effective. It was as good as I have seen him play.”

The victory over Wake Forest marks the first of four matches that Notre Dame will host within four days. The Irish take on Colorado and Iowa on Saturday, 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. respectively.

Yet, the match that is in the back of every Notre Dame tennis fan’s mind is the Ball State contest on Sunday at 1 p.m. at the Eck Pavilion. The Irish will try to snap a three-match losing streak.

Vaas to coach Irish running backs

Peter Vaas, head football coach the last four years at Allegheny College in Meadville, Pa., has been named an assistant on the Notre Dame staff, head coach Lou Holtz announced yesterday.

“Vaas, who will coach the Notre Dame running backs, replaces Jim Strong, who accepted the head coaching position at UNLV in December.”

The 37-year-old Westwood, Mass. native achieved a 29-11-1 record in his four seasons at Allegheny, including a 9-1-1 mark in ’87, an 8-2 record in ’88 and an overall 21-4 mark against NCAA Division III foes (losing 23-17 to Washington and Jefferson), also for a first for the school. The Gators ended up fifth in the national rankings that year.

Allegheny, which had not had a winning season in seven years, caught them flat.”

“Vaas first spent five years as an assistant under head coach Sam Timer at Allegheny, coaching the running backs and quarterbacks from 1974-78.”
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Coyle's hustle earns him the chance to represent the U.S.

By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

When John Coyle crossed the finish line on the rain-soaked fairway of Tyee Valley Golf Course, it wasn't the type of heroism, come-from-behind underdog victory that sports journalists love to glorify.

It was the result of a freshman's concerted effort to achieve, and toward this end he was successful.

John Coyle, a freshman from Lindercroft, New Jersey, won the Junior Division qualifier for the World Cross Country Championships, enabling him to race in the Junior World Championships on March 24.

That 7700-meter course in Seattle, Washington was a cruel affair. Coyle raced against the best junior runners (19 years old and younger)

Did this really happen? Is Coyle the best junior runner in the country? When he goes to Aix-les-Bains, France, in the spring he is going to represent the very best junior cross country athletes to have come from the United States?

"My main objective was to win the race," says Coyle, speaking more like an army general than a green-faced lad barely versed in collegiate athletics. "It's almost a philosophy of running, that if you shuffle for only second you might only get third, and so on."

I decided to put it all on the line, risk it all. I knew I was in good shape to do it, so I wanted to see what I could do.

So why hold back, protect myself? It is true that not all the best junior circuit runners were entered in the race. There were only 27 bodies ready to with-stand the mist and mud and compete to represent their country.

By winning the event, however, track coach Joe Piane believes Coyle has put himself among an elite group of junior athletes.

"This was a way to select the most outstanding freshmen, and you could say that this kid is in the top three, four or five freshmen runners in the country," says Piane.

Coyle's status on the higher levels of athletic aptness has not always been solid. During the cross country season, he did not start running well until the MCC Championships, and after that race he caught a virus that took him out for the rest of the season.

Since then, Coyle had been training for this event. He and teammate Nick Radkewich approached Piane with the idea, and Piane was receptive. They both entered the events as individuals running unattached.

"I felt I had something to prove, definitely. I don't think I ran to my potential at all during cross country," Coyle said. "I had something to prove to everyone, especially to myself. I had feelings that I could run the longer distances in college but I really hadn't been through yet. Now maybe I can hold on that."

"We felt that John could make the team and that he had a shot at winning," says Piane.

Fredrick scored a season-high 22 points, while Elmer Bennett scored 16 from the point guard position.

The scoring from the outside helped the Irish win a night when leading scorer LaPhonso Ellis was held to 12 points.

Ellis was held to 12 points. He and teammate Nick Radkewich approached Piane with the idea, and Piane was receptive. They both entered the events as individuals running unattached.

"I was really happy with the way I ran the race," says Coyle. "I felt good the whole race, under control the whole time. My training really paid off."

During the cross country season, he did not start running well until the MCC Championships, and after that race he caught a virus that took him out for the rest of the season.
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Tower adjusts to new role as outside jump shooter for Irish

By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

When you first see Keith Tower floating around on the perimeter in Notre Dame’s halfcourt offense, you wonder why a 6-11 center is handling the ball and shooting jump shots from 15 feet.

Why isn’t this guy playing inside?

"We want to go inside to (Keith) Robinson and (LaPhonso) Ellis more," says Irish coach Digger Phelps. "We think Ellis will make great decisions with the ball, either kicking it out or looking to score. We’re taking the pressure off Tower. We’re going to let him shoot facing the basket."

The Irish now depend on Tower to hit from outside when other teams leave him open for jump shots. While this is a new role for Tower, he says he is comfortable shooting from the outside.

"I think this is an important role because a lot of times my man will collapse down on LaPhonso and they’ll say ‘Let the seven-foot guy shoot the 16-footer,’” says Tower. "They’re going to concede that until I hit a couple. They’re going to continue to pack it in, and once I hit a few it will keep the defense honest and open things up inside."

While Tower’s duties when the Irish have the ball have changed, he is very familiar with his daily defensive chores. Phelps likes to use Tower’s height to intimidate his opponents’ inside scorers.

"A lot of times I get assigned to guard their top scorer and make him adjust his shot. A lot of post players like to get close to the basket. The idea is to push them out a step or two, and now they’re taking an eight-foot shot rather than a five-footer," explains Tower.

Tower, who hails from Pittsburgh, always seems to attract the attention of the referees when he mixes it up inside. It doesn’t help that he is usually the tallest player on the floor. A lot of times he gets whistled for fouls on plays which smaller players get away with. He is just so obvious out there that the officials can’t miss him.

"Sometimes I stick out like a sore thumb," laments Tower. "Especially when I’m guarding a guy who’s smaller than I am. A lot of times it’s a sympathy thing. The ref looks at the big guy and says, ‘Bully! He’s beating the little guy up.’"

"A lot of that, too, is reading the officials. You’ve got to know where the refs are and know when it’s time to hit somebody so they won’t see it."

With his daily defensive chores changed, he is very familiar with the officials. You’ve got to know where the refs are and that’s our goal."

Cleveland State.	Case-Western and finished 7-9 on the day. Christina Vellucci matched that record, including an identical 3-1 edge over CWRU. Leigh Voyt went 2-2 versus both CWRU and Oberlin, and ended the day at 5-10.

"The girls have been working hard all season," said Marx, "and the effects of their efforts are really beginning to show. I’m certainly impressed."

In other fencing news, several members of the Irish fencing squads will compete in this year’s Junior Olympics, to be held Friday, February 16 through the following Monday, in St. Charles, Ill.

Both Rachel and Kelly Haugh (foil) are scheduled to attend, as are sophomores Chris Bagauer (sabre), Tara Kelly (foil) and Mary Wendrick (foil). Other likely participants include Geoff Pechinsky (epee), James Talsaferro (sabre), and Juhba Reshen (epee).

"The tallest player on the team starts lighting it up from long range, the Irish will probably realize their goal.

Fencers split weekend matches in Cleveland

By CHRIS FILLIO
Sports Writer

The St. Mary’s fencing team boasted an impressive outing in last weekend’s action against four schools at Cleveland, Ohio. The Belles went 2-2 in dual meet competition against host Cleveland State, Northwestern, Oberlin and Case-Western Reserve.

Training with Irish assistant coach Mike Marx and the L’Escrime du Lac fencing club, the improvements over last year’s performances have been quite significant.

"These girls are fencing for a club sport against NCAA teams," said Marx, who has his hands full in practices with both the Notre Dame and St. Mary’s teams. "They split their matches that weekend, winning two matches handily (against Oberlin and Case-Western) and just missing a close one against Cleveland State."

The travel contingency for the Belles was lead by Junior captain Heather Briggs (epee) who had a 4-0 mark against Case-Western. Laura Curtin went 3-1 in matches with Oberlin and and a lot of times I ignore that aspect of the game."

But Tower’s size doesn’t always work against him. It’s quite convenient to be 6-11 when you’re crashing the boards for rebounds. Tower is one of the best rebounders on one of the top rebounding teams in the country. He is fourth on the team with 64 rebounds to date.

The Irish are an excellent rebounding team because Phelps consistently emphasizes rebounding in practice. One drill which Tower and the rest of the inside players do every day exemplifies Phelps’ commitment to rebounding. It is called the “Manhattan Drill.”

Three Irish forwards stand in the pain and Phelps throws the ball up. There are no rules, except that every man is on his own. He must make two baskets in any way that he can before his teammates/opponents do. When he makes two baskets he is allowed to take a break, while another player rotates in to take his spot.

"This is the time of year when we have to make a run," says Tower. "We can’t afford any more silly losses. We can’t afford any more mistakes. We’ve got to get into the tournament, and that’s our goal.”

And if the tallest player on the team starts lighting it up from long range, the Irish will probably realize their goal.
Friday, February 16


3:30 p.m. — Lecture, "First-Kind Fredhom Integral Equations in Chemical Engineering Problems," Lee Brown, Los Alamos National Laboratory. Room 356 Fitzpatrick Hall. Refreshments at 3 p.m., room 181. Sponsored by by Dept. of Chemical Engineering.

Saturday, February 17

1 p.m. — ND Jazz Band Concert. Washington Hall.

Sunday, February 18

2 p.m. — Faculty Piano Recital, William Cerny. Annenberg Auditorium. $2.00

2:30 p.m. — Overview of Natural Family Planning, by Rev. Dennis St. Marie, Human Life Center, Steubenville, OH. Married Students Community Center. Sponsored by Natural Family Planning.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

GARFIELD
BILLY BOB
DOROTHY
RONALD
PRIDE MONGER
Rice cake, etc.
An ox, etc.
Eat: Miller Lite
Eye of the needle
Booze likes to
And red bono
Top rear mined
Nap.
Pratice
Rice, to
What the preacher
deaf hear:
Men.
Olive oil, etc.
Star ails me.

ACROSS
23 Ego.
24 Circa.
27 Warehouse.
28 Uninspired.
29 Desolate.
30 Lingering.
31 Boy singer of the '90s.
33 A Tai language.
34 Pugilist.
38 E. r. a. r. b. etc.
53 So, in Chicago.
54 Thrill for the Milton.
55 Extemporaneously.
60 Carry on.
61 Negotiate.
62 Cattleman.
63 Spindle.
64 Hockey great's family.

DOWN
21 Border on.
2 de-Vega.
3 One of a pair.
4 Tough, elastic.
5 "Gigi" star.
6 Nemesis.
7 Victory to Hans.
8 Request.
9 Inappropriate.
10 Englishman, for short.
11 Quehchan.
12 Wy'e.'s. Range.
13 Sheep.
15 Shear fabric.
17 Reproved.
22 Stamp.
23 Regional animal and plant life.
24 Up and (active).
25 Human beings.
26 A Spaniard's purchase.
27 U.S. soprano.
30 A Spaniard's home is his home.
34 U.S. soprano.
38 E. r. a. r. b. etc.
39 Overly.
40 "The Girl..."
41 Behind Me."
42 Colonial song.
43 "I am a
44 "I am a"
45 Hot and humid.
46 Lincoln's in-laws.
47 "I am a"
48 "I am a"
49 "I am a"
50 "I am a"
51 "I am a"
52 "I am a"
53 "I am a"
54 "I am a"
55 "I am a"
56 "I am a"
57 "I am a"
58 "I am a"

S U B

Executive Council Positions for 1990-91

Applications for:

Board Manager
Director of Programming
Director of Relations
Director of Marketing
Controller

Due February 22, 1990

Saturday's Movie:

The Abyss

Cushing Auditorium

$2.00

8 and 10:15 pm
Fitzgerald helps Irish motor past Detroit
By CHRIS COONEY
Sports Writer

Deb Fitzgerald was not about to take it sitting down. With her average the first half of Notre Dame's 99-58 routning of the Joyce ACC, Fitzgerald left her seat on the Irish bench and entered the game to immediately score 14 points. The efforts of 5-10 sophomores, who finished the game with a career high 22 points, paced the drive that allowed the 17-6 Irish to pull away from the Lady Titans.

"I really got an opportunity tonight to get consistent minutes and get into a rhythm," added Fitzgerald, who as a non-star was used to spending a substantial amount of time seated on the sidelines. "I was shooting from the top of the key—my favorite shot—and felt pretty confident.

The confidence showed when the Watertown, WI native stepped up in to the game. Notre Dame was winning 23-16. During the next eight minutes, Fitzgerald keyed at a 29-15 Irish run that gave Notre Dame a 52-31 advantage going into the locker room.

"We didn't change anything," explained McGraw. "Deb just came off the bench and went 7 of 13.

The poorshowing of Detroit's starting lineup set the stage for the Notre Dame win. Fouling out midway through the second half, she finished with a dismal eight points and three rebounds. The 6-1 junior had been averaging 17.2 ppg and 11.4 rpg, but was frustrated by Notre Dame's inside defense.

I thought our post players did a good job on Day," commented McGraw. "And she had an off night, sinking only one of six threes thrown and finishing with just six points total. Her missed re-

The controversy continues

ND and NBC versus CFA: The all-initial deal of the century continued through 1996 and 1993, stated that he had no problem of granting the request. "While we appreciate your request, we do not agree with the reasons behind it," Rosenthal said.

Basketball schedules are often determined by television contracts and are finalized only after the season begins. The complete schedule for next season is not yet final.

The Irish and Jayhawks played a two-game series in the 1986-87 and 1987-88 seasons, with each team winning one. The Irish downed Notre Dame in the second game. The first game was 80-76 at the Joyce ACC in 1988. Notre Dame and NBC announced last week to a five-year deal in contract. The NBC will nationally televise all of the Irish home basketball series, which NBC will broadcast on NBC.

Kurtabee of NBC was upset that the Irish left the Big East and joined the Big Eight Conference, and the Big Eight Conference, series with the Irish basketball TV contract with NBC have extended into the basketball ball contract. The home-and-away series was slated to begin with the 1992-93 season.

Jayhawks cancel basketball contests with Notre Dame
By GREG GUFEY
Assistant Sports Editor

The repercussions of Notre Dame's lucrative football television contract with NBC have extended into the basketball arena.

Kansas withdrew Thursday from a scheduled two-game series with the Irish basketball team as a protest against Notre Dame's $30 million football contract. The home-and-away series was slated to begin with the 1992-93 season.

"We did not have a signed contract," Notre Dame Sports Information Director John Hebel said. "We just had dates that we agreed to." KU sent a letter to Notre Dame that officials informing them of the request to drop the proposed games from the schedule.

Kansas, a member of the College Basketball Association and the Big Eight Conference, was upset that the Irish left the Big East and joined the Big Eight Conference CREATE A COPY OF THIS PAGE AND SEND TO PARENTS AND SLEuthers.

The Notre Dame Athletic Department issued a short statement Thursday afternoon.

"We were very concerned when Notre Dame made that decision to negotiate its own TV contract," Kansas Athletic Director Bob Frederick said Thursday from his Lawrence, Kan., office. "Their leaving the Big Eight and we decided to do the same thing." But a loss at Syracuse on the NCAA Tournament bubble, as a 4-8 record away from home has taken the Irish from greater proportions this season.

ND tries to end road woes in Carrier Dome
By STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

SYRACUSE, N.Y. - Searching to find any kind of success away from home, the Notre Dame men's basketball team returns Saturday to the location where it got its last victory over a Top 20 team.

The Irish defeated Syracuse at the Carrier Dome, 76-73, during the 1985-86 season. Since then, aside from a 1987 Big Four Classic win over Louisville at the neutral Houssier Dome site, Notre Dame has had difficulty acquiring big wins outside the Joyce ACC.

Notre Dame (13-8) faces the fourth-ranked Orangemen (18-4) again on Saturday in a nationally televised contest.

That weakness has reached greater proportions this sea- son, as a 4-6 record away from home has taken the Irish from a national ranking at the beginning of the year to a place on the NCAA Tournament bubble. But a win at Syracuse would give Notre Dame a strong argument for its sixth consecutive NCAA bid.

"We've got seven good games left against a lot of good people," said Irish coach Digger Phelps. "Syracuse is a team that ends up in the final eight or Final Four. That's how good they are."

As good as Syracuse is in general, the Orangemen are even tougher when playing in the Dome, the home court for both the football and bas- ketball teams. Syracuse went 18-1 last season and is 13-2 this year at the Dome, which seats 23,000 for basketball.

The Orange lost to Big East Conference rivals Providence and Villanova at the Carrier Dome earlier this year. But Villanova and Providence are again 60-55 Monday at Philadelphia, and Syracuse has not played since that upset loss.

"To go up against them when they're coming off a win like that run," explained McGraw. "It's going to be a tough one."

Syracuse probably boasts the best front line in the country this season with Derrick Coleman and Billy Owens at center and Eldon Ellis at center.

Heading into the week, Coleman, a 6-10 sophomore, had 18.1 points and a team-leading 12.6 rebounds per game. Coleman, just one of four on the team in scoring, behind senior guard Rodd Johnson's 19.3 points and Owens' 18.9.

Ellis, a 6-10 transfer from Kentucky, averages 6.9 points and 4.4 rebounds per game.

"They're one of the biggest teams in the country," the Irish forward said. "How much we can control their size is important."

Syracuse will have to find a way to cure its shooting woes away from home. The Syracuse is shooting just 37 percent of the Joyce ACC, but has hit 44 percent of their shots on the road.

It comes down to shot selec- tion for us," Phelps said. "The key when we go up there is how patient we are waiting for our shots."

If the Orange have a weak-